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Raymarine: Upgrade to the Latest
Raymarine OS and Sonar Tech

LightHouse 3 operating system and RealVision 3D sonar now available to owners
of Raymarine’s popular eS and gS-Series multifunction displays

WILSONVILLE, OR (30 May 2018) – Boat owners around the world continue
to praise the unique features of Raymarine’s Axiom and Axiom Pro
multifunction displays—primarily, their fast and fluid LightHouse 3 operating
system, along with their powerful CHIRP DownVision, CHIRP SideVision, High



CHIRP, RealVision 3D and 1kW CHIRP sonar capabilities.

Now, owners of Raymarine’s popular eS and gS-Series multifunction displays
can unlock these high-performance tools.

LightHouse 3 OS for eS and gS Series

LightHouse 3 is the powerful operating system behind Raymarine’s new-
generation Axiom and Axiom Pro multifunction displays. Owners of
Raymarine’s popular eS and gS-Series multifunction display systems currently
running LightHouse 2 can now upgrade to LightHouse 3 with a fast and free
software update. Simply download the update from Raymarine.com to any
microSD memory card, insert it into your display, and you’ll be running the
latest technology in minutes.

LightHouse 3 is fast, fluid and easy to learn. The operating system’s
streamlined design brings your most commonly used features forward with a
menu system that is simple and intuitive. Easily customized to your style of
boating, fishing or cruising, LightHouse 3 offers bold and simple home screen
icons that are easily customized with just a few touches.

Perhaps the most sought-after feature offered via LightHouse 3 is
Raymarine’s new RealVision 3D sonar. Previously available on select Axiom
and Axiom Pro systems only, fishermen who upgrade their current eS or gS-
Series systems to LightHouse 3 can now unlock the power of Raymarine’s
latest sonar technology using the all-new RVX1000 3D CHIRP Sonar Module.

RVX1000: RealVision 3D + 1kW Sonar for eS and gS Series

Based on the same powerful sonar technology found in Axiom Pro RVX, the
RVX1000 is a black-box sonar with CHIRP DownVision, CHIRP SideVision,
High CHIRP, RealVision 3D and 1kW CHIRP sonar capabilities. Connect your
transducers, plug RVX1000 into your eS or gS-network with a Raynet network
cable, and you’re ready to see the underwater world in amazing RealVision
3D.

RVX1000 has dual transducer connections. Simply plug in any RV100 or
RV200 series transducer to enable RealVision 3D sonar. RVX1000 is also
equipped with a second transducer port for 1kW CHIRP sonar and supports a
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wide selection of CHIRP and non-CHIRP transducers from Airmar Technology.
RVX1000’s 1kW sonar transmits in the CHIRP low, medium and high bands, as
well as traditional 50/200 kHz mode.

RVX1000 is an all-in-one solution that offers a traditional sonar display for
detecting gamefish, baitfish and structure in depths from two to 4,000 feet,
while also depicting the underwater world with stunning RealVision3D,
DownVision and SideVision imagery. RVX1000 has its own onboard quad-core
processor and extensive built-in memory to ensure a fast and seamless
experience. It’s the ultimate sonar tool for fishermen, divers, and explorers
everywhere.

RVX1000 is available now from Raymarine dealers worldwide. Further
information here
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About FLIR Systems

Founded in 1978 and headquartered in Wilsonville, Oregon, FLIR Systems is a
world-leading maker of sensor systems that enhance perception and heighten
awareness, helping to save lives, improve productivity, and protect the
environment. Through its nearly 3,500 employees, FLIR's vision is to be "The
World's Sixth Sense" by leveraging thermal imaging and adjacent technologies to
provide innovative, intelligent solutions for security and surveillance,
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environmental and condition monitoring, outdoor recreation, machine vision,
navigation, and advanced threat detection. For more information, please visit
www.flir.com and follow @flir.

About Raymarine:

Raymarine, a world leader in marine electronics, develops and manufactures the
most comprehensive range of electronic equipment for the recreational boating
and light commercial marine markets. Designed for high performance and ease of
use, the award-winning products are available through a global network of
dealers and distributors. The Raymarine-branded product lines include radar,
autopilots, GPS, instruments, fishfinders, communications, and integrated systems.
Raymarine is a brand of FLIR Systems, a world leader in thermal imaging. For
more information about Raymarine please go to www.raymarine.com. 
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